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Outage Maps: The MVP of Hurricane 
Season 2017
When a storm hits, how do utilities respond to keep their 
customers informed and safe? This was a question that 
many utilities had to answer this year, as Hurricane Season 
2017 caused catastrophic and widespread damage, 
knocking power out throughout the United States. 

For many utilities, outage maps were instrumental in 
keeping customers, stakeholders, and the media informed 
before, during, and after major storms and hurricanes. 
As utilities reflect back on the 2017 storm season, it’s 
important to look at how outage maps were used most 
effectively, and how they can be used in future seasons. 
It’s also critical to examine storm patterns and damages, 
to better forecast storm behaviors and corresponding 
utility responses for the 2018 storm season.

The Importance of Outage Maps
You would be hard-pressed to find anyone in the utility 
space who hasn’t heard the words “outage map.” They 
have quickly become an industry standard, with 96% of 
utilities offering some form of online outage portal, which 
is up from just 25% in 2008.1 And it’s not only utilities who 
are embracing outage maps - they have become the top 
choice for self-serve information for customers as well.2

Although the maps have become widespread, not all of 
them are created equal. Customers are looking for maps 
that are easy to use and that provide the information they 
can use to make informed decisions. Poorly performing 
outage maps or maps lacking information can cause 
customers to feel even more frustrated than they were 
before. 

So what information do customers want? According to 
J.D. Power, customers are looking for the three “W’s”: 
The “When,” “Why,” and “Where.” “When” is the top 
information customers are looking for, with 75% wanting 
a “best guess” of when their power will be restored. 
Although an estimated time is better than not providing 
an ETR at all, utilities must be careful not to over-promise 
and under-deliver, as this will simply undermine the good-
will built with the customer during previous interactions.3

The second most desired information to provide on an 
outage map is the “Why,” with 57% of customers wanting 
to know the cause of the outage. Letting customers know 
that a power line is down or an area is flooded helps set 
expectations for longer ETRs. Going hand-in-hand with 
the top two pieces of information customers want is the 
third piece: the “Where.” Almost 50% of customers want 
to know where maintenance crews have been dispatched. 
This helps to manage customer expectations, and can 
provide needed peace of mind to know that crews are 
working hard to restore power, especially in the wake  
of a bad storm.3 

When these key pieces of information are provided on a 
utility’s outage map, it can become a very powerful tool 
to keep customers informed and allow them to self-serve 
during critical storm events. Maps can also be a great 
way for utilities to provide not only outage updates, but 
also storm updates, cooling station locations, ice truck 
locations, and more. Customer satisfaction is measurably 
higher among customers who experienced an outage of 
more than five minutes and viewed an online outage map. 
In fact, those customers scored 52 index points higher 
in customer satisfaction than those who did not view an 
outage map at all.4 Outage maps aren’t just beneficial to 
customers - utilities can also see an increase in efficiency 
as customer service is deflected from higher cost channels 
such as IVR or live phone support.

WHEN?
75% of customers want a “best guess” 
of when their power will be restored.

57% of customers want to know
the cause of the outage.

49% of customers want to know where
maintenance crews have been dispatched.

WHY?
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KUBRA is a leader in the outage map marketplace, 
and the Storm Center maps take all of these customer 
information needs and preferences into account. The 
KUBRA Storm Center solution is built on over 10 years 
of experience creating industry-leading maps, and the 
solution is continuously being updated to include the latest 
technology, customer preferences, and more. All of the 
Storm Center maps are optimized for both desktop and 
mobile devices so that customers can view the map even 
in the event of a power outage at their home or business. 
This is extremely important as tech behaviors start to 
change and mobile devices continue to rise as the channel 
of choice for many. In fact, Storm Center maps now receive 
66% of all map views on mobile devices, with that number 
rising to 80% during large outage events.

KUBRA has ensured that utilities can easily provide the 
Storm Center map for their customers, as the map can 
be deployed in just six weeks, with a low total cost of 
ownership for the utility. KUBRA is proud to help utilities 
keep their customers informed and safe, as well as helping 
utilities prepare for the next hurricane season.

The Devastation of Hurricane 
Season 2017
The 2017 hurricane season brought an unforeseen 
amount of devastation and chaos as it ripped through 
the Americas, causing an estimated $300-$475 
billion in damages.5 The hurricane season included 17 
named storms in the Atlantic, 10 of which turned into 
hurricanes. The major hurricanes included Hurricanes 
Harvey, Irma, Maria, and Nate. With widespread damage 
comes widespread power outages - the United States 
experienced a total of over 13 million power outages 
throughout the hurricane season, and Puerto Rico is still 
experiencing the largest blackout in U.S. history as a result 
of Hurricane Maria.5

The hurricane season also brought massive amounts 
of flooding, which made utility restoration efforts very 
difficult. Hurricane Harvey alone released an estimated 27 
trillion gallons of rain on Texas and Louisiana.5 Although 
crews were quick to begin restoring power in these areas, 
some outages were inaccessible due to the flooding or 
debris caused by the rainwaters.

With the exception of Puerto Rico, most areas hit by 
hurricanes are speedily recovering and resuming normal 
operations. It’s important not to be lulled into complacency 
as the hurricane season fades into memory, but instead 
start looking towards Hurricane Season 2018. Storms of 
the magnitude seen this year seem to be gaining in 
regularity, so it’s crucial for utilities to continue to grow 
their storm response policies, particularly those that 
include engaging with customers. Outage maps are the key 
to providing critical information, and will continue to grow 
in popularity - but it’s up to utilities to implement and 
improve these maps before the next round of storms hit.
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Outage Maps Provide Critical Information During Storms
KUBRA has over 40 utilities with deployed Storm Center outage maps. Of these, 19 were affected by at least one hurricane 
in 2017. Most of the affected utilities were hit by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Nate, with some utilities even being hit 
twice. For these utilities, Storm Center was a vital resource during the storm, and KUBRA was a prepared partner. Several 
proactive measures were taken to brace the KUBRA systems for the expected increase in traffic, including checking 
server health including system log and applications logs, verifying resources were available for any system that might see 
heightened storm traffic, and coordinating 24/7 support plans for increased KUBRA resource availability. 

With these preparations made, all KUBRA maps withstood the staggering increase in map traffic during and after the 
storms, and the maps were consistently available to customers and media stations alike without frustrating loading issues 
or broken maps. KUBRA Storm Center maps did experience the increased traffic expected, with a combined 4.8 million 
map views during the hurricane season. 

During the storms, customers were able to view the Storm Center maps on phones, tablets, and desktops due to the 
responsive nature of the map. Outage maps provided critical information to customers, such as the total number of 
active outages, affected customers, and time the map was last updated. This quick glance helped customers receive the 
information they needed in the shortest amount of time possible. The maps were also used by customers to check outage 
status, report an outage, and enroll in outage alerts. 

The added WeatherBug radar helped show customers the severity of the storm, and often lessened confusion and anger 
when customers viewed the amount of outages in the area. The unique cluster feature of the Storm Center maps showed 
the massive amount of outages in utilities’ service territories without overwhelming the viewer with each data point 
mapped out in an incomprehensible mess. To view specific outages, customers were able to zoom in to each cluster to 
read the outage details for each individual outage.



Many utilities also took advantage of the alert banner within the map. Utilities were able to customize messages to 
customers informing them of expected outages, restoration updates, and more. This gave customers a quick glimpse into 
the steps each utility was taking to restore power, and showed that the utility was proactive and aware of the outage issues 
plaguing the area. 

The alert banner was also used to ask customers not to report outages and to expect extended outage periods, which 
helped to manage expectations and keep phone lines clear of unnecessary outage reports or update requests.



The Storm Center outage maps were widely used across devices, social media channels, and media outlets. In addition 
to end-user customers viewing the map for their personal outages, key stakeholders such as government officials, first 
responders, and media outlets also used the maps extensively to inform their decisions and for reporting during and after 
the storms. Links to the outage maps were posted both on social media and news sites, which extended the reach of the 
outage maps and ensured that as many people as possible were informed and up-to-date.

Spread the Word About Outage Maps
A map can provide an abundance of information, but is useless if no one is looking at it. Utilities must make customer 
communications a top priority and run both awareness and adoption programs targeted toward their customers. 
Since storms can strike unexpectedly, these programs should be run before a storm happens so that customers are 
knowledgeable and ready to self-serve when storms strike. 

One of the most popular places to raise awareness of outage map offerings is through social media. Many customers 
are already on these platforms, notably Facebook and Twitter, and are more than happy to interact with their utility in 
a channel they were already using. These channels can also create conduits of information during a storm, and social 
media links to the outage maps go a long way in increasing map traffic and customer adoption. 

Other communication channels including text, email, and voice can’t be forgotten either. Since most utilities have a 
diverse customer base, communication preferences among customers are widely varied. KUBRA provides an alerts and 
preference management solution, Notifi, that serves all of these communication channels with proactive and two-way 
messages. These messages are frequently used during storms, and enrollments often skyrocket, particularly if the Storm 
Center outage map features an “Enroll in Alerts” button.

In the 2017 hurricane season, KUBRA had 12 Notifi clients who were affected by storms. Between these 12 clients, over 
6.1 million end customers were eligible to receive alerts before the storms started. In total, 2.1 million messages were sent 
out, including 430,000 proactive outage messages, 113,000 outages reported via two-way text messages, and 82,000 
new alert registrations. These increases in enrollments and map views will carry over into blue sky day operations, and 
will be in place when the next storm hits.

Outage Maps are Irreplaceable Tools
Outage Maps have long been increasing in popularity among both utilities and customers, and this year was no 
exception. The hurricane season in particular drew in a large amount of traffic to online outage maps, and showed how 
useful they can be in the midst of a chaotic storm. Customers were able to self-serve by using the maps to view outage 
information in both their state and immediate area, as well as see alerts issued by utilities regarding new developments 
in the restoration process. 

The outage map will continue to grow in popularity among customers as knowledge of the solution spreads, and repeat 
visits are strongly expected. Outage maps are a great way to increase customer satisfaction while increasing efficiencies, 
and will continue to be instrumental solutions in the hurricane seasons to come.



Conclusion 
Utility companies can increase customer satisfaction and 
lower costs by providing customer-centric power outage 
maps. However, an outage map is only as effective as it 
is tailored to customer expectations. Customers want 
outage maps that are easy to understand, convenient 
to use, and relevant to the information they need. By 
partnering with an omniplatform solutions provider like 
KUBRA, utility companies can provide customers with 
a scalable, accurate, and sleek outage map. KUBRA 
currently provides industry-leading utility outage maps  
for more than 40 utilities in North America.

To learn more about KUBRA Storm Center outage maps 
and to view the latest available features, visit www.kubra.
com and request a demo today.
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